Abstract-For a class of uncertain nonlinear systems, this paper presents a method based on biological adaptation strategies of hybrid adaptive fuzzy control method. The method in the controller design, the ecological niche theory function as a consequent of the fuzzy rule fuzzy system, is established based on the biological adaptation of the adaptive controller. The controller design embodies the biological adaptability to environment, but also embodies the biological development and utilization of environmental capacity. Through an example, the controller and the controller compared to conventional, has better control effect, but also has good disturbance resistance.
INTRODUCTION
American scholar L. A. Zadeh proposed fuzzy set theory [1] in 1965, which laid a foundation for the study of fuzzy control. In 1974, British scholar E. H. Mamdani proposed controller design method [2] based on fuzzy set for the first time. In the control and application of boiler and steam engine, the control effect is obviously better than the normal controller, creating a successful application precedent for fuzzy control theory in engineering. Fuzzy system has quite strong nonlinear system identification and control ability, which thus gains successful application in many fields and solves many problems that are hard for the traditional control technology. In 1985, reference [3] T-S (Takagi-Sugeno) fuzzy model was proposed, and T-S model thus became the research hot spots of some experts and scholars. In recent years, the study of hybrid adaptive fuzzy control gains more attention and gets some achievements of value [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] .
Biological population could actively adapt to the environment in the complicated ecosystem and form an evolution whole during the evolution process with the external environment. In the communication with the environment, biology always evolves along the direction favorable to their development, and finally makes the system in a balanced state. It is innovative and forwardlooking together with rather important theoretical significance and practical application value to integrate good adaptation strategies of biology in the design of fuzzy control system and establish fuzzy system and fuzzy control based on biological characteristics reference [14] . Starting from the concept of ecosystem, it integrates adaptive, self-organizing and self-learning ability of biological individual in fuzzy control system to construct fuzzy control with biological characteristics reference [15] . Type-2 fuzzy matching concept application and ecosystem have gained sound application reference [16] . With biological niche matching of normal distribution characteristics of ecological factors, it establishes T-S fuzzy adaptive control method for fuzzy rule consequent [17] .
With the adaptive characteristics of ecosystem, it takes ecological niche theory function as T-S fuzzy system consequent, proposes hybrid adaptive fuzzy control method based on biological characteristics, makes full use of adaptation, development and utilization ability of environment of biological individuals, and makes on-line parameter adjustment, so as to make closed-loop system tend to stability and gain good track effect [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In view of the following nonlinear system
Among them, f and g are unknown but bounded functions, , u y R  are respectively system input and output of the system. Biological niche refers to the sum of living environment and utilization environment actually owned by individuals. It is divided into two aspects. One is living environment of individuals, and it is the result of the interaction and accumulation of past growth, development, and environment of biological unit state (energy, biomass, number of individuals, resources possession of and adaptation ability); another is individual ability of developing and utilizing its living space, which is the actual influence or dominance of biological unit on the environment. Definition 1 [17] in case of ecosystem with n biological units, define the biological niche k N of the k th biological unit as 
Here, 
IV. DESIGN OF HYBRID CONTROLLER WITH MONITORING AND COMPENSATION CONTROL
The following hybrid adaptive controller is constructed:
Among them, 
Take (8) into (2) and make an arrangement
(1 ) ( )( )
Error equation [18] [19] could be transformed into: 
To make the design of , 
 , and 2D  , of which the value is determined by the designer. :
Among them,
normal amount determined by the designer, and refer to reference [20] to guarantee 0
Define the minimum approximation error
In view of Lyapunov function,
In this formula, P is a positive definite matrix and satisfies Lyapunov equation
Q is a random n -order positive definite matrix. Parameters
 are all positive constants. (16) In order to minimize track error e and parameter error individual, which will be adjusted according to the change of track error e . It represents the ability of biological individual to actively adapt to the environment, or the biology has the adaptation countermeasures of development and utilization of the environment.
VII. EXAMPLE SIMULATION
The application of hybrid adaptive fuzzy control presented in this thesis to the following nonlinear system [16]     Step 3:
than hybrid adaptive controller, and hybrid adaptive controller based on biological niche stabilizes the system output faster, indicating that biological adaptation strategies enjoys both adaptation and the ability to initiatively develop and utilize the environment.
When the system has internal disturbance 0.03   , simulation effect is shown in Fig 6 and Fig 7 . It could be seen from the simulation result above that hybrid adaptive fuzzy controller based on biological adaptation strategies could realize the effective track of given reference signal of state variable with internal disturbance, reflecting that this controller has disturbance resistance.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In view of this type of uncertain nonlinear system, this thesis presents a hybrid adaptive fuzzy control method based on biological adaptation strategies. In controller design, this method takes ecological niche theory function as consequent construction fuzzy system of fuzzy rule, adopts Lyapunov synthetic method to design hybrid adaptive controller, makes full use of biological individual which has the ability to adapt to, develop and utilize the environment, makes on-line parameter adjustment, stabilizes closed-loop system and gains good track effects. In the simulation, compared with the ordinary hybrid adaptive control effect, controller presented in this thesis has better control effects. Meanwhile, the simulation result indicates that the controller has good disturbance resistance.
